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QUESTION 1

Alex is on an audio call and trying to multitask. The call window keeps getting into the way because it is staying on top
of the screen. 

What can Alex do to move the call window to the background? 

A. Inside the call window. Alex can click the "Hide" button. 

B. Alex must set the IBM Sametime preference for the chat window to "Reduce to task bar". 

C. Alex must uncheck the preference in the Voice and Video Call Window tab "Keep call window always on top". 

D. Since it is an audio call, it will always be on top so that the user can find it easily. There is no way to change this
behavior. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Sandy is a new user to IBM Sametime. She noticed that several of her colleagues have their location inside their
Sametime status. 

How can Sandy add her city location to her Sametime business card? 

A. Sandy must append her location to her Sametime status message. 

B. No steps are needed since the client can automatically detect her geographic location. 

C. Sandy must have the administrator configure the locations feature on the server she is using. 

D. Sandy must set the preference in her client "Share my location with other users." Then she must complete the
location fields. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a purpose of the IBM Sametime Media Manager Video Manager? 

A. communicates across a NAT 

B. interfaces with a video media server 

C. multimedia transport and bandwidth control 

D. communicates multimedia session through firewall 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which is true about IBM Sametime Communicate? 

A. Sametime Communicate allows multi-person chat. 

B. Sametime Communicate allows voice calls with a unified phone number. 

C. Sametime Communicate allows continuous presence video and multi-way calling. 

D. Sametime Communicate allows one-to-one presence and chat and one-to-one calling. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The Meeting Stream shows what type of activity? 

A. the meeting video stream 

B. the meeting audio stream 

C. the list of files available to participants 

D. all activity that takes place during the meeting 

Correct Answer: D 
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